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Capire is a communication tool, an online space for the production and
dissemination of content to increase the visibility of grassroots feminism at
the international level. It has as reference the struggles and analysis of the
organizations that are members of the WMW, as well as the movements
that are our international and local allies. We seek to disseminate in a
broad way our feminist, anti-racist and anti-capitalist perspective, our
responses and reflections from the popular movements.

In this report we share the Capire process in 2021, with an overview of
what has been done so far in terms of content and articulation.

Process and dynamics of functioning
Capire's proposal is inserted in the axis of strategic building of the
movement and is part of the project Fortalecendo os Feminismos Populares
(the same project of the International School of Feminist Organization in
which the WMW, GGJ, IEN and GRI participate).
Capire operates from Brazil, with a team at SOF. The team is formed by
Bianca Tenório, Danica Machado, Helena Zelic and Tica Moreno, and is also
accompanied by Nalu Faria from the International Committee and Natalia
Blanco from the WMW international communication. Capire is linked to the
strategic building of the movement, but does not replace the institutional
communication of the World March of Women. It complements and
strengthens it.

For the launching of Capire, meetings were held with members of the IC and IS of the
WMW, with Via Campesina and Friends of the Earth. After the launch (January 6,
2021), we sought contacts with WMW representatives from all regions to discuss
content indications based on each reality. A meeting was held in February 2021 with
the participation of WMW sisters from Palestine, Venezuela, Galicia, Mozambique,
Quebec, Turkey, Cuba, Brazil, Kenya, Zimbabwe, Lebanon, Via Campesina and FoEI.
From there, Capire has been building a network of contacts that nourishes its
contents and that is fundamental, as well as the Capire team is attentive to the
agendas of the WMW and allied movements to produce the contents.
Capire produces and publishes both text and audiovisual content. They are interviews,
analysis texts, stories of experience and struggles of the movements, culture and
multimedia. We have the capacity to produce and publish an average of 3 contents per
week. One strategy to amplify the voices in Capire has been to transcribe
interventions of sisters in webinars organized by our movements.

LINGUISTIC JUSTICE

All content is translated into Spanish, French, English and
Portuguese. After the meeting with representatives of the regions,
we set ourselves the challenge of publishing some contents in
Arabic and translated from Arabic, and we have done it on average
once a month. These contents come from our sisters in the MENA
region and from what they have published in their regional blog.
One challenge is to translate some strategic contents from other
languages into Arabic.

WEBINARS
In order to create spaces for debate and
dissemination of our perspectives, analysis
and political positions, we have organized
4 international webinars together with the
WMW. After the webinars, we transform
the interventions into texts and audios. The
webinars are spaces for the construction
of reflection and deepening of debates,
and allow us to broaden our alliances. We
can take more advantage of these spaces
for the WMW strategic building.

PUBLICATIONS

Total publications between January - October 2021: 122

Publications by category: movement 55 | feminist economy 28 | environmental
justice 11 | food sovereignty 14 | demilitarization 11 | autonomy 13
Publications from 38 countries: Afghanistan | Argentina | Bolivia | Brazil | Chile | China
| Colombia | Korea | Ivory Coast | Cuba | Kurdistan | USA | Philippines | Haiti | Honduras
| India | Iraq | Lebanon | Malasia | Morocco | Mozambique | Myanmar | Palestine |
Pakistan | Paraguay | Basque Country | Portugal | Quebec | Kenya | Dominican Rep. |
Western Sahara | Swaziland | Switzerland | Tanzania | Tunisia | Turkey | Uganda |
Venezuela

Publications by regions: International 35 | Africa 19 | Americas 37 | Asia 6 | Europe
9 | MENA 16

CHALLENGES

Expand the balance between regions: We invite all WMW sisters,
especially those from the NCB who have never published in
Capire: please contact us so that we can think together about a
strategy to produce content
> info@capiremov.org
Articulate more between Capire and the representations of the
regions so that the publications articulated with women in
countries where there is no WMW NCB can advance for more
organization and growth of the WMW.

We share some highlights of contents in Capire...
4 Photo galleries and posters. Two have been built in alliance with Via
Campesina and Friends of the Earth (Food Sovereignty) and International
Peoples' Assembly (Feminist anti-imperialist posters).

click on the images to see it

We share some highlights of contents in Capire...

#FeministSchool
Capire has produced a text about
each session of the IFOS International Feminist Organizing
School Berta Cáceres. Check out
the video on:
bit.ly/FeministSchoolVideo
or click on the image

We share some highlights of contents in Capire...
The most read each month

click on the images to read

We share some highlights of contents in Capire...

Memory in movement: we have sought to recover the history
and the words of women who are a reference for our feminism.

click on the images to read

WHO READ CAPIRE

146 countries

CLIPPING

89 posts (indication, reposts, about capire, links)
16 coutrys, in addition to the international/regional amplitude sites
55 sites, for example:
Biodiversidad.la (America)

La Vía Campesina (Internacional)

Brasil de Fato (Brasil)

Otras Voces en Educación (Argentina)

CADTM (Belgium)

Peoples Dispatch (Internacional)

Emancipation - Revue de press (France)

Presse-toi a Gauche (Quebec)

Entre les lignes entre les mots (France)

Rebelión (Internacional)

Medias Citoyens Diois (France)

Ritimo (France)

Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | YouTube
Newsletter: English | Português | Español | Français
Telegram: English | Português | Español | Français
info@capiremov.org

capiremov.org

